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E N G A G I N G  I N N O V A T I O N

Bates Dressage saddles are the most innovative in the 
world. Born out of total dedication to deliver a saddle 
for sheer performance, Bates dressage saddles will 
raise your expectations forever.

Riders will feel the power of innovation, with instantaneous 
comfort, security and balance seated closer to their horse 
with no interference through the length of their thigh for an 
independent seat allowing pure concentration on feel and 
aids. 

Your horse will show a marked improvement in its freedom 
of movement, expression and self carriage, as the world-

leading EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution and CAIR® 
Cushion System offer a customised fit, even weight 
distribution and fluid cushioning in the most 

generous panel created.  

Every serious dressage rider, owes it to themselves to 
put a Bates Dressage saddle to the test and see the 
difference it makes. Harness the power of innovation 
and exceed your expectations.

exceed your 
 expectations...

To view the complete range of Bates Saddles, including the  
NEW Bates Dressage saddle, visit www.batessaddles.com

www.facebook.com/batessaddles
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Auction of the 
Stars is online!

In addition to our normal bidding 
methods of:
• Live bidding from in the room
• Phone bidding
• Bidding through an agent

We now add bidding
LIVE ONLINE!

For the first time you can bid on any of our 
lots live online. We believe it is the way of the 
future and we are slightly terrified about how 
smoothly it is going to work.

The live online bidding will enable you to bid in 
real time on the horses in this catalogue! If you 
see a horse going for a bargain you can jump 
in and get bidding! In general, our live crowd is 
made up of breeders, dressage enthusiasts and 
riders looking for their partner to take them 
up through the grades. And phone bidders are 
usually people who have come and trialed or 
seen horses but can’t make it to the auction on 
the day. Lot 40, Bacchus, who has top-of-the-
range eventing bloodlines, could go for a bargain 
as our traditional crowd tends not to be eventing 
oriented - that’s where the live online bidding 
comes in! You can choose to bid instantly from 
anywhere around the world on any of the lots!

Find more information about our

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING
at www.auctionofthestas.com

There will be live-streaming of the auction, 
however, this can be delayed and the horse 
on the live stream may not be the horse being 
auctioned. The online live bidding is separate 
to the live streaming. At the moment, live 
streaming is for your enjoyment. Online live 
bidding allows you to participate - they are 
separate entities. 

OF THE
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A MESSAGE FROM HEATH

Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to our final 
Auction of the Stars (AOS) for 2016. Our horses 
continue to change and evolve, and unlike any 
other sales facility, we are fascinated with 
the genetic development of horses the world 
over and trying to understand this genetic 
development and trying to bring through 
AOS just the latest ideas and state of the art 
horses to we Australians. Historically we were 
very quick to understand the concept of putting the best to the best and not 
breeding all-rounders, ie, in Germany, jumping mares were traditionally put to 
dressage stallions and dressage mares to jumping stallions. In the 80s and 90s, 
the lucrative markets revolved around licensed stallions. These stallions were 
scored on their dressage and their jumping and their cross-country abilities with 
all of these scores being added together and the stallion with the highest score 
being declared the number one stallion of that classification. This stallion would 
then sell for hundreds of thousand deutschmarks, or even millions. We did in 
the late 80s and early 90s use stallions such as Rubinstien across Donnerhall 
mares, which caused huge German outrage and we were actually threatened 
to have our mares expelled from the German properties where we had them 
based. Anyhow, mainly because we were such good clients financially that 
didn’t happen, and from that specific engineering came Regardez Moi. Through 
the use of stallions such as Donnerhall and Rubenstien and Pik Bube and May 
Sherif, and Dutch Courage and Jazz and Consul and Angelo, we did produce a 
line of horses that were especially good in the collected areas and who could 
piaffe and passage outstandingly. Our stallions Jive Magic, Richeed Medallion, 
Ludendorf, Don Ramiro, Salute and Regardez Moi have been outstanding 
Australian successes in the Grand Prix arena. The progeny from these stallions 
are today dominating the top dressage grades in Australia, including Australia’s 
2016 Grand Prix Champion, Utopian Cardinal. We now need to move forward 
and put the finishing touches to our product with a view to taking on the best 
Grand Prix horses in the world. We are now looking to introduce more rideability 
and more scope and the stallions Byalee Briar, Fiji R, Questing R and Nemo are 
only just now appearing in our AOS sale ring. Without question horses and riders 
from this facility are now winning Australian championships in both the dressage 
arena and the eventing arena. We have not to date produced any outstanding 
individuals in the show jumping arena, however, I would like to suggest that we 
are only a small private outfit and pursuing two out of three Olympic disciplines 
in dressage and eventing is already exhausting, and we just do not have the 
resources or the time to make our mark in the show jumping world. Personally, I 
am not convinced that some of our horses do in actual fact harbour outstanding 
show jumping prowess. So, ladies and gentlemen, we have a big catalogue of 
some 40 horses that do represent the cutting edge of the Australian competition 
world, we have a proven track record of dominating the Australian dressage 
and eventing world at the top and this catalogue of December 2016 is very 
much a group of horses that are shifting their focus from national success to 
addressing international success. Of course, we will all just have to wait and 
see if we can be internationally successful as in Olympic gold medals, however, 
to date we have managed to fulfil these very ambitious national achievements. 
Good luck everyone. So ride boldly, lad, and never fear the spills for never will we 
Australians reach the Olympic summits without the help of a really fancy horse. 

Cheers, 
Heath        
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A MESSAGE FROM ANN-MAREE

Just last weekend I was at a little dressage 
club in the Hunter Valley – Singleton Dressage 
Club. 

And it occurred to me that my first dressage 
competition ever, back in perhaps 1986, was 
at that exact same ground. I have a terribly 
vague recollection of a much younger Heath 
Ryan riding the imported Oldenburger stallion 
Ludendorf at Grand Prix level, as well as a 
beautiful white Andalusian mare nicknamed Steamer at Prix St Georges. I only 
wish I knew enough at the time to know what I was seeing. 

And last weekend? Nothing had really changed – but for one small, yet hugely 
significant factor. The breeding of the horses had changed. While there was still 
an element of ‘Australia, the lucky country,’ where anyone can source a horse 
and have a go at dressage on an OTT, there has also been a constant changing 
of the guard during the past 30 years that has been reflected in the hoofprints 
on that Singleton soil. Ludendorf, way back when, was one of the first imported 
stallions to make a huge impact on dressage in Australia, with a string of Grand 
Prix horses to his credit like Stirling Solo (Bonnie Holstein) and Byalee Tomorrow 
(mine) and Heath’s and then Mary Hanna’s champion Londoner. And I can think 
of at least half a dozen more! So long ago, and look how far we have come.

At another time, no doubt, the imported Dutch stallion Salute would have been 
at Singleton, then imported Danish stallion Richmeed Medallion, and again, the 
Grand Prix offspring of both of those horses.

An extended time lapse photography collage would have shown the petite black 
Medallion (McStallion to his friends) morphing into the majestic Regardez Moi 
… and in fact there was always an overlap, with Heath competing Byalee Magic 
(Medallion) and Regardez Moi both at Grand Prix circa 2010. 

One horse at Singleton last weekend was Frosty Morning R. He reflected Fiji R, 
Jive Magic, Richmeed Medallion, and Don Ramiro. Then there was Salute, then 
Ludendorf, 30 years and six generations later. Ludendorf’s great-great-great-
great-great grandson literally trod in his footsteps. All imported. All influential. 
Such a depth of breeding at a small club day – only in Australia!?

Auction of the Stars – (and even its predecessor, the Lochinvar performance 
sales) – is just like Singleton Dressage Club in that it has forever reflected the 
changing times of warmblood breeding in our country. A microcosm of Australian 
warmblood genetics, it has reflected the introduction of bloodlines that have 
steadily made it more possible for more riders to become more educated and 
able to produce more Grand Prix horses than ever before. 

This weekend sees AOS on the move again – Questing R beginning to make his 
mark and his foals coming up for sale, the first pregnancy by Nemo for sale in 
utero … and one can only imagine where we will be in another 30 years’ time.  
Wherever we go, please do make the effort to give the future some thought and 
stay right here with us. We plan on staying on the cutting edge of Grand Prix.

Ann-Maree 



  Feeding is made easi!

  Family owned and operated
      for 25 years, growing into the future! 

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au

LUCKY 
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PRIZES

25 kg

Highly digestible energy and protein. 
Bioplex® organic trace minerals 
ensure optimum uptake and utilisation. 
Perfect for spelling horses.

A fully extruded cube 
with a balance of nutrients 
vital for optimum fertility 
and milk production in 
broodmares and sound, 
strong bone, joint and 
muscle development in 
foals and growing horses.Bi
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Easi Performance
A high energy, oat free
sweet feed, scientifically 
balanced for racing and 
performance horses.

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum 
uptake and utilisation.

25 kg

An oat free sweet concentrate feed 

formulated to provide a base for 

the diets of racing, performance 

and hard working horses.

Stamina

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 

energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 

trace minerals ensure optimum 

uptake and utilisation.

25kg

A high energy complete sweet feed, scientifically balanced for racing and performance horses.

EasiFeed   Three

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum uptake and utilisation.

EasiBreedA scientifically formulated 
complete pelleted feed with essential vitamins and minerals for breeding 

mares and growing horses.

20 kg

Highly digestible energy. 
Superior protein quality.

20 kg

A vitamin and mineral 

balancer pellet with 

15% protein for breeding, 

growing, spelling and 

performance horses. 

Ideal for high quality 

pasture conditions.

Highly digestible energy and protein. 

Economical and easy to feed, either 

by itself or to top up vitamin and 

mineral levels of other feeds.
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Where quality will never be compromised!

FREE LIVE STREAM
AUCTION OF THE STARS

SUNDAY DECEMBER 
18TH, 2016

OF THE

Mobiles
0491 100 856
0491 108 543
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0491 119 925
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Important Notices
CONDITIONS OF SALE

The conditions of sale that apply to this auction are publicly displayed on the 
website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at the stables and inside the 
auction arena.  A copy can be obtained from the sales office. 

DELIVERY

Horses may be collected once paid for.

PAYMENTS

Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that unless other 
arrangements are mad, terms are cash before delivery. This sale is conducted on 
a GST exclusive basis and the final price is subject to 10% GST.  Where payments 
are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 3% surcharge will be made. (No 
American Express or Diners Card.) 

TIMETABLE

Saturday, December 17:
11.00am: Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares
1.00pm: Presentation of ridden horses and trialling
4.00pm: Stallions presentation
5.30pm: Jumping display by stallions and auction horses
6.15pm: Ryans’ staff quadrille and complementary sausage sizzle 

Sunday, December 18:
7.30am: Trialling of ridden horses
9.40am: Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares 
11.00am: VIPs seated and drinks and nibbles are served
11.05am: Stallion masterclass with the eight stallions
1.00pm: Auction starts

VIP booking: shop here at http://www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/
category/ticket-sales info@auctionofthestars.com
or phone 0407 453 494.
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Important Notices
INSURANCE

We highly recommend that you choose to insure your purchase: Cheryl Dods 
from IRT Insurance will be in attendance at the sale and she will be happy 
to answer all your insurance questions and/or you can call her on 0411 703 
703.  IRT Insurance offers fall-of-hammer cover for mortality and theft at 
competitive rates.  All auction horses have a certificate of good health acceptable 
for insurance purposes and we strongly advise that you do not transport your 
new purchase home with insuring it!

AUCTION OF THE STARS CONTACTS

Auctioneer Andrew Hearn 0412 648 847
  andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

Directors  Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
  info@auctionofthestars.com 
  Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494 
  am@byalee.net 

ACCOMMODATION

Sir Francis Drake   02 49871444 
Motto Farm Motel  02 49871211
Colonial Motor Inn 02 49 872244 
Sleepy Hill Motor Inn 02 49 872321

Other accommodation options are available by contacting: 
Raymond Terrace Tourism Centre   0249 871 211 

DIRECTIONS

The Newcastle Equestrian Centre is on the Pacific Highway at Motto Farm, 
between Raymond Terrace and Hexham. 

You will find it between the Sir Francis Drake Airport Motel and the Motto Farm 
Motel.

It is just 15 minutes from Newcastle Airport – 2273 Pacific Highway, 
Heatherbrae. 
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Visit www.sheds.com.au

David & Bronwen Fox 0410 642 659
66 Adams Peak Road, Broke

Servicing the Hunter Valley & Newcastle Region
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CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE
BID

About 40% of our horses are sold at auction to people 
who aren’t even there! We would love to help you out if 
you can’t attend the Auction of the Stars.

Download the phone bid form
from www.auctionofthestars.com
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Auction of the Stars continues to provide finance to approved
clients based on the two options below.

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE
Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved in advance and 
you can take your new horse home with you! Interest-free over 
12 months. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.
* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

TOP-UP FINANCE
Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up to 30% more on
your selected lot and collect it when it’s paid off with our 
interestfree terms. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for 
details. * Conditions apply.

For further information in relation to 
finance contact Ann-Maree Lourey 
on 0407 453 494.

www.auctionofthestars.com

OF THE

SAVE THE DATE
December 17-18 

Annual
Christmas

Auction

We now add bidding
LIVE ONLINE!
details page 3
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Auction of the Stars is more than just an auction - it is a time 
of highlights, of emotions, of education, of entertainment. It is a 
chance to see the champions of tomorrow in the sale ring of today, 
but more, it is a chance for you to take time out to enjoy the whole 
spectacle with the comfort of ringside viewing. 

For just $30 a head, you can be among those special guests - yes, 
VIPs - who care to have that extra little attention to detail, who care 
for that little extra attention full stop! 

At Auction of the Stars, we would like to reward your visit with 
a memorable day out, where nibbles and drinks are constantly 
offered to you, where champagne bubbles on the tables as you 
watch in wonder as the Auction of the Stars stallions strut their 
stuff. 

We would like to pamper you with a delicious meal and offer you 
red and white wine to accompany it. Relax, chat, take a stroll past 
the stables and return with your friends for the auction itself. 

Settle in for the afternoon’s entertainment. Whether you plan to 
bid, whether you buy on impulse, or whether you simply enjoy the 
atmosphere, Auction of the Stars delights in ensuring your comfort 
and enjoyment. 

The experience is yours for the asking, 
simply book at: 
www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/category/ticket-sales
We would love to share our day with you.  

OF THE
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QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics

Wholly Relics is based in a heritage-
listed building that was once part 
of the old Maitland flour mill, 
which dates back to 1860-1870. 
Wholly Relics specialises in quality 
antiques, and carries a huge range 
of constantly changing stock.

The bottom floor of Wholly Relics 
is a treasure trove of top quality 
pieces, including Royal Doulton, 
Shelley, Winton, Belleek and 
Limoges. There is crystal, plus 
glassware including a huge 
range of Victorian and some 
Georgian, in red, green, purple, 
yellow and white. 

There is costume jewellery and knick-knacks, plus a 
great selection of quality furniture, lamps and accessories 
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, and a huge range of popular 
Masters’ prints. Those who wander upstairs are able to 
fossick for a bargain amid the lower-priced goods. 

If you are visiting the Hunter, make sure you 
take the time to call in. We are open from 
10am to 4pm Thursday to Sunday, or by 
appointment. 

Just 15 minutes from the freeway, 
Wholly Relics is right on the New 
England Highway at East Maitland 
and has plenty of off-road parking 
behind the building.

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au
99 Newcastle Road, East Maitland

www.whollyrelics.com.au

Auction of the Stars is more than just an auction - it is a time 
of highlights, of emotions, of education, of entertainment. It is a 
chance to see the champions of tomorrow in the sale ring of today, 
but more, it is a chance for you to take time out to enjoy the whole 
spectacle with the comfort of ringside viewing. 

For just $30 a head, you can be among those special guests - yes, 
VIPs - who care to have that extra little attention to detail, who care 
for that little extra attention full stop! 

At Auction of the Stars, we would like to reward your visit with 
a memorable day out, where nibbles and drinks are constantly 
offered to you, where champagne bubbles on the tables as you 
watch in wonder as the Auction of the Stars stallions strut their 
stuff. 

We would like to pamper you with a delicious meal and offer you 
red and white wine to accompany it. Relax, chat, take a stroll past 
the stables and return with your friends for the auction itself. 

Settle in for the afternoon’s entertainment. Whether you plan to 
bid, whether you buy on impulse, or whether you simply enjoy the 
atmosphere, Auction of the Stars delights in ensuring your comfort 
and enjoyment. 

The experience is yours for the asking, 
simply book at: 
www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/category/ticket-sales
We would love to share our day with you.  
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Equine & Canine Christmas Wreaths
Every wreath is an original hand-crafted design, 
exquisitely detailed with quality decorations. Our wreaths 
are a beautiful feature to adorn your front door, gate, 
stables, barn, office or equestrian club. They bid a warm 
welcome for you, your friends, family, guests or clients 
to see during the festive season. They also make a 
thoughtful gift for the equine and dog lover.  
Shop online or contact us to custom order.

 

e - prancinghorseequestrian@gmail.com
w - prancinghorseequestrian.com

TRADE STAND AT AOS Sunday 18 December, the perfect 
opportunity to grab a last-minute Christmas gift.
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OUR SUPERSTAR 

S I R E S 

OUR 

S T A R S 

Lot A Regardez Moi
Lot B Byalee Briar
Lot C Highland Blue Diamond
Lot D Wimbourne Constable
Lot E Markus V
Lot F Byalee Wow Wie rw
Lot G Highland McGuire
Lot H Quest R

Lot 1 Jedi R
Lot 2 Relish R
Lot 3 Buckwell Park Joop
Lot 4 BZ Frances
Lot 5 Jaybee Allison
Lot 6 Jam R
Lot 7 SR Trackerjack
Lot 8 Royalty R  
Lot 9 Byalee Gucci
Lot 10 Rumble R 
Lot 11 Jennings R
Lot 12 Heathmont Don Romancier
Lot 13 Rhythm and Song R 

Index

Scan the barcode  with your smartphone or 
ipad to link directly to the Auction of the 
Stars website. 

WIN
THE LUCKY 

DOOR PRIZE!

A service fee to the 

AOS stallion of your 

choice!

Lot 14 Red Morning Light R
Lot 15 Adloo Tamara
Lot 16 Woodside Maestro
Lot 17 Music R
Lot 18 Rosco R 
Lot 19 Alderbaron Freestyler
Lot 20 Jazz Ballad R
Lot 21 Jaybee Cazaly
Lot 22 Buckwell Park Jamaica
Lot 23 Rufio R
Lot 24 Suzi Q R
Lot 25 Revlon 
Lot 26 Pretty R 

INDEX
OUR SUPERSTAR SIRES
Lot A Regardez Moi
Lot B Byalee Briar
Lot C Jive Magic
Lot D Questing R
Lot E Fiji R
Lot F Desert Storm
Lot G Byalee Wow Wie rw
Lot H Wimborne Constable

Auction
Lot 1 Greenoaks Weltman
Lot 2 Burberry R
Lot 3 Fullmoon R
Lot 4 Greenrocks Quiver
Lot 5  Rosehip R
Lot 6  Go Heaven Sent
Lot 7 Fawkes R
Lot 8 Byalee Bjorn
Lot 9 Faberge R
Lot 10 Buckwell Park Accacia
Lot 11 Boambee Oro
Lot 12 Macy
Lot 13 Frederico R
Lot 14 Felicity R
Lot 15 Dreamweaver
Lot 16 Roulette R
Lot 17 PHE Jem
Lot 18 JE Blues
Lot 19 Sing Song R

Lot 20 Flute R 
Lot 21 BZ Rohan
Lot 22 Jive On R
Lot 23 Folksong R 
Lot 24 Jillian R
Lot 25 Fairbanks Ruff Diamond
Lot 26 Festival R
Lot 27 Byalee Contessa
Lot 28 Hill of Gold
Lot 29 Fleur de Vie
Lot 30 Fairlight R
Lot 31 Cooramin Roxy Hit
Lot 32 Freshman R
Lot 33 Bobby D
Lot 34 Hollywood
Lot 35 Byalee Ringlet
Lot 36 Greenrocks Fox
Lot 37 Go Party Time
Lot 38 Buckwell Park Jevon
Lot 39 French Kinection
Lot 40 Bacchus R
Lot 41 Byalee J’Sense

Scan the barcode with your smartphone 
or ipad to link directly to the Auction of 
the Stars website.
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Regardez Moi
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW     

LOT
A

Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian 
history with more than 40 Grand Prix wins. Regardez Moi has on three separate 
occasions been the Australian Grand Prix champion as well as Grand Prix 
champion at Equitana for three consecutive years, plus represented Australia at 
the 2009 World Cup Final in Las Vegas. Regardez Moi has sired many outstanding 
competition horses including the 2016 Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian 
Cardinal. At the 2016 Australian Dressage Championships Mindarah Park 
Ramadan (Mary Warren) was first in the Grand Prix Freestyle and second was 
Utopian Cardinal (Heath Ryan). Both horses were by Regardez Moi. In Australia 
at the moment there are some six Grand Prix dressage horses who are either by 
Regardez Moi or out of a Regardez Moi mare. Unexpectedly, Regardez Moi has 
also proven to be very successful in siring 3* eventers with several offspring 
competing at the 2016 Adelaide International. Regardez Moi is now 20 years 
old and without question is a legend in his own lifetime. He has been most 
successful competition horse ever at Grand Prix level in Australia, he has sired 
more top Grand Prix dressage horses than any other stallion in Australia ever, 
he has produced high-priced foals and weanlings that have gone through the 
auctions and he still performs in public under saddle. Live cover only.

Rubinstein
Rozenkavalier

Romadour II
Diva

Antine
Angelo
Dodona

Clothilde
Consul

Swazi
Cornau

Debby
Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo)

Service fee: $3850 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black stallion 16.3hh 1996

2 x
Service

Fees
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Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW    

LOT
B

AOS goes to great lengths to ensure that we have the stallions with the best 
Grand Prix genetics in the world - this is one of them, and Byalee Briar is the only 
stallion in Australia by Bjorsells Briar 899 who is shaping up to be competitive and 
startlingly spectacular. Briar has had a quiet beginning to his career, but Ann-Maree 
has never given up on her vision and his schooling is now allowing those genetics 
and underlying talents to come to fruition. Briar is showing signs of realising his 
promise and is responding positively to schooling in piaffe, passage, tempi changes 
and pirouettes. He is now finding new gears that make him very exciting! And – he is 
the sire of the Auction of the Stars’ record-setting sale, Byalee Breathless for $72,600 
at our last Christmas auction. Unbroken youngstock sell for up to $16,500 on farm. 
Briar is completely focused on a pathway to Grand Prix, but having said that, the 
information we are getting is that he is also throwing serious jumping talent. Bjorsells 
Briar 899 (elite-listed stallion) was for seven years the world’s number one dressage 
breeding stallion. However, he actually scored higher for jumping than dressage at 
his stallion testing, as did Briar’s dam sire, Bernstein, another elite-listed Swedish 
warmblood. Briar has an advanced level qualifying average of more than 65% and 
we look forward to even better to come. Briar is renowned for his amazingly calm 
temperament and buyers are enthusiastic about his youngstock, which inherit his 
statuesque conformation and athletic ability. Live cover only.

Bjorsells Briar 899
Magini

Maraton
Gabinette

Charis
Krocket
Michaela

Florine
Benrstein

Napoleon
Bristol Cream

Flaurinne
Nepal
Flaura

Service fee: $2200 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

Pic: Stuart Scott

Palomino stallion 17.2hh 2004

2 x
Service

Fees
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Jive Magic
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW  

LOT
C

Unfortunately Jive Magic was injured and so did not continue his campaign as 
a top Grand Prix competition horse. He did, however, earn a reputation of being 
the most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia. Jive Magic won some of the 
biggest Grand Prix competitions on the circuit, including the prestigious Sydney 
CDI 2010. As a sire, Jive Magic is experiencing huge success. His very first 
foal went Grand Prix and is called Jeff the Chef. Jeff the Chef is campaigning 
in the USA, while in Australia, Johnny Depp moved into the Grand Prix arena 
when just 7yo, with outstanding success at the age of 8. At State and National 
Championships and in young rider classes, as well as in young horse classes, 
Jives offspring have been winning championships. Rozzie Ryan is campaigning 
champion Grand Prix horse Jarrah R. Just Dance (Katina Smith) has recently 
chalked up his first wins at PSG and Inter I, while Jazzki won the 5yo young horse 
class at Dressage with the Stars 2013. Youngstock by Jive Magic are inclined 
to have very fancy movement. Jive Magic is by Jazz who has created a world-
recognised Dressage dynasty and to this day the top riders the world over will 
seek out these bloodlines with a view to Olympic performances.

Jazz
Cocktail

Purioso
Ulissa

Charmante
Ulster
Warmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling

Landadel
Griselda

Gieke Utopia
Aktion
Cristel Utopia

Service fee: $3850 including GST, Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636, 
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay stallion 16.3hh 1996

2 x
Service

Fees
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Questing R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW      

LOT
D

Questing R is a fascinating addition to the Ryans’ stallion band. He was 
bred by Michelle and Judith Buckley from Hunterveiw Stud, Scone and is by 
Quarterback, who carries the Quando Quando bloodline. Quando Quando 
represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 
Olympics in Beijing. Quando has the most amazing temperament and this has 
found its way all the way down to Questing R. Quarterback, the sire of Questing 
R, was the Bundeschampion 3yo riding horse. He scored a 10 for his rideablilty. 
On Quarterback’s dam line is Poesie (Brentano II), dam of Poetin, winner of the 
Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. Poetin sold for €2.5 million! Questing R’s 
dam is by Brentano II out of a Wenzel mare. Brentano II is famous for producing 
international Grand Prix dressage horses including Brentina, winner of the 
Goteborg World Cup Final 2003. Right down the bottom of Questing R’s pedigree 
is Stirling Desire, with Donnerhall, Pik Bube and Salute bloodlines. Questing 
R has more scope in all of his paces than previous stallions here at Ryans. 
Providing he can piaffe and passage as can the Regardez Moi and Jive Magic 
babies, this could be our best stallion ever! As an outcross for our broodmares he 
is perfect and already his competition career is stellar and has everyone talking. 
Massive overtrack in the walk, incredible balance, scope and bend in the trot and 
just the most beautiful beautiful canter and canter extensions.

Quarterback
Quarterman

Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut

Passionata
Brandenburger
Poesie

Hunterveiw Benita
Brentano 11

Bolero
Glocke

Hunterveiw Pia
Wenzel
Stirling Desire

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Service fee: $1100 including GST Contact Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

Chestnut stallion 26/9/11 17hh 

2 x
Service

Fees
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LOT
E

Florencio I
Florestan I Fidelio

St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch 

Walesa Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli

Hawaii
Harvard Hohenstein

Carina

Habanera  Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

Fiji R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Fiji R is an exciting imported stallion campaigned and trained by young rider 
Breanna Tilitzki right from breaker to the present, where he has numerous Grand 
Prix championships to his credit. Fiji R has consistently posted scores of up to 
75% throughout his career, qualifying for Australia’s elite international, Sydney 
CDI, State and National Championships. Fiji R has the quietest of temperaments 
and often will be found at Young Rider competitions with just Breanna and her 
Mum as rider and guardian. This temperament Fiji R passes on to his foals, who 
have sold for as much as $35,000. Fiji R has quite remarkable paces with a very 
distinctive walk. Trot is fully suspended with a definite ballerina poise between 
beats. Canter is beautifully balanced and uphill with super easy flying changes. 
Fiji R is sensationally bred with his sire Florencio being both the 5yo and again 
the 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. Florencio I is by Florestan I who 
has emerged as one of the recent very important dressage lines in Germany with 
a number of Olympic offspring to his credit already. On the dam line is a mix of 
Trakehner through Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke line. 
The Hill Hawke line has become famous as a dam line by also being the dam 
line of the Welt Hit line. Many of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster!

Service fee: $2,200 including GST  |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Black stallion 1/7/2004 16.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Desert Storm
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Desert Storm is a magnificent imported black stallion representing just the very 
best Olympic bloodlines in the world today. He is a beautiful type with an artistic 
head and neck. His movement is big and correct with super bend through the 
hocks and knees. He is a winning eventer carrying amazing dressage genetics. 
Currently trained and campaigned by Sappho Ransan- Elliott, he recently won 
Tamworth ODE EVA105 finishing on 29.20 penalties, which is perhaps an 
Australian record. Desert Storm is also winning and placing at medium/advanced 
dressage with scores of almost 70% on alternate weekends. At home he is 
schooling in tempi changes and piaffe, with great promise for Grand Prix, while 
over a fence he does love to jump and approaches the fences with a careful 
watchfulness and then bascules up over the fences with perfect technique. For 
the breeding connoisseurs, Desert Storm is bred to win an Olympic dressage 
medal. He is by Dr Doolittle who is by Donnerhall. Donnerhall represents the 
number one dressage dynasty in the world. The majority of the top 25 horses 
at the past two Olympics and World Championships carry Donnerhall influence. 
Rubinstein can be found on Desert Storm’s dam line and this blood is also 
extraordinary and exerts a whopping 21% influence in the genetics of the top 25 
Olympic and World Championship horses. For a breeding buff these are lines to 
die for. Desert Storm is special on all counts.

LOT
F

Dr Doolittle
Donnerhall Donnerwetter

Ninette

Lacoste Lauries Crusador XX
Akelei

Aika
Fuerst Heinrich Florestan I

Dawina

Alexa Rubinstein I
Abba

Pic: Furdography

Service fee: $1,200 including GST  |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Black stallion 22/05/08 15.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE, NULKABA, NSW       

LOT
G

Wow is a stunning little stallion, just last month hitting advanced level dressage 
with a debut winning start and training one times, piaffe and passage. Wow 
is being campaigned by Dimity Lourey, and like mother, like daughter, she is 
completely focused on training him to Grand Prix level. This will be the first horse 
that Dimity has trained herself to that level, but we have every confidence in 
Wow. He is a stallion with a great temperament, naturally sound and although 
few people make this journey to Grand Prix with success, watch this spot! 
Dimity is going to be one of them and the AOS stallions do have an unbelievable 
history of going all the way to Grand Prix. You would have to think that when AOS 
suggests a stallion is going to go all the way, history says you have to sit up and 
take notice. It’s all in the genetics. Wow is by Wie Weltmeyer, a top showjumper 
and Grand Prix dressage horse before his international dressage career with 
Emma Hindle (UK). Wow’s dam is the impeccably bred TB mare Law Suit, from 
the highly sought-after bloodlines of Son In Law, Blue Peter, Precipitation and 
Vain. Wow’s offspring are just under saddle with Byalee Wishes at just 4yo 
winning his first champion dressage rug in October with his 14yo rider Tanisha 
Cragg. Byalee Wizard, schooling at Byalee, is amazing us all with his trainability 
and we find that Wow really does throw his amazing temperament.

Wie Weltmeyer
(frozen import)

Weltmeyer
World Cup
Anka

Daisy
Dynamo
Danja

Law Suit
Lawyer

Waajib
Resound Lady

Jacali
Abs
Special Spirit

Service fee: $1100 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

Pic: Jody M Photography

Flaxen chestnut stallion 01/01/10 15.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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Wimborne Constable
ON ACCOUNT OF KYLIE AND PHILIP EWART      

LOT
H

Constable is by the sensational eventing stallion Contenda, until recently was 
being ridden by Shane Rose in 2* eventing. Contenda is battling an injury and 
may well have to retire but there are some absolutely sensational photos of Shane 
and Contenda jumping on the net. Contenda carries the fantastic jumping blood 
of Contender from Germany. Contenda also carries the TB blood of Bolero. Indeed 
the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered a dynasty. On the dam line 
are equally impressive bloodlines. Constable is out of the mare Wimborne Paint 
it Black, by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous for siring many of the Dutch Grand Prix 
dressage horses including Totilas. Totilas is considered by many to be the best 
dressage horse the world has ever seen to date. Totilas sold to Germany for a 
rumoured AUD$22million. Constable has started his eventing career with Heath 
Ryan in the saddle and is now a year into competition. He has been a standout 
success winning most of his starts and progressing rapidly to 1* eventing, the 
equivalent of Prix St Georges in dressage. Constable wins the dressage, is very 
brave and honest cross-country and does seems to have the most awesome 
ability to jump and simultaneously be super careful. It is still early days, however, 
Constable is giving all the signs of being an Olympic horse. Very exciting.

Contenda
Contendro 1

St. Pr. H. Contender
Bravo

Ballerina
Bolero
St. Pr. Lexa

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi

Krostolany
Gondola ll

Wimborne Four Seasons
Vivaldi
Christadorf

Service fee: chilled semen only, $1320 including GST Contact Heath Ryan 
0417 656 636 www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: OzShotz

Dark brown stallion 22/11/08 16.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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“Our arena mirrors are up and looking fantastic, thanks to 
Russell Jarrett from Jarrett Arena Mirrors” - Bloomfield Farm

“The mirrors have such clarity... our students are now able 
to constructively critique themselves during lessons and see 
how well they are doing!” - Byalee Stables

“The mirrors have made a huge difference to our training 
and help us everyday, we love our Jarrett arena mirrors” 
- Alexis Hellyer

“You won’t find better quality arena mirrors and we use ours 
constantly everyday, it’s like having your trainer there every 
step, thanks Russ!” - David Shoobridge

The arena mirror specialists

www.arenamirrors.com.au

Jarrett Arena Mirrors
15 Hazel St , OAKS ESTATE, ACT, 2620 

 
Contact Russell Jarrett to discuss your needs

0412 244 594
mirrors@jarrettaluminium.com.au

OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

• The best quality, specifically tailored product in Australia 
today for all indoor and outdoor applications 

• Our mirrors have been designed for maximum quality 
reflection with minimal warping or distortion 

• The mirrors are 6mm thick and come in three sizes (see 
our website) 

• Due to our special design, as well as the ease of 
installation and good value of our mirrors you can start 
with one small investment and build on it down the track 
with more 

• They are designed to be easily installed or we can offer 
installation for you if necessary within the ACT, Southern 
NSW and other areas by negotiation

“The difference mirrors make to your everyday riding can’t be 
underestimated. It’s really like having a coach with you every 
second of the ride. Regardless of the level you are riding, it 
will be one of the best investments you can make for your 

training.” - Susan Elekessy, FEI Rider and Professional Coach
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training.” - Susan Elekessy, FEI Rider and Professional Coach
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RIDDEN HORSE TRIALLING
This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling program. 
We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden horses to 
pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. Of course you 
are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in the weeks preceding 
the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of riding in front of a crowd on 
the official trialling day. Our take on this is that if you are too embarrassed to look 
out for your own interests, then certainly nobody else will. Also, if you have dreams 
and ambitions, secret or otherwise, and being embarrassed is the biggest obstacle 
you have to overcome, then really life is not too bad. Realistically you will have to 
overcome much bigger obstacles than just being self-conscious or embarrassed. Get 
out there, trial these horses and take advantage of a great opportunity.

At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse against 
the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in competition, one 
horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena which is very difficult to 
replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a passion discipline and in most 
instances when buying privately a prospective purchaser falls in love with a horse and 
buys it. In the auction situation, a prospective purchaser is much more likely to weigh 
up the pros and cons of each horse on a comparative basis. Of course, falling in love 
with the horse is a critical ingredient for success but we at the AOS would encourage 
you firstly to select your next horse on an intellectual level, then follow your heart 
and fall in love with the horse. We all know of people that have bought horses that 
didn’t turn out to be everything they had hoped for but nevertheless, love the horse 
and persevere even when it is clear they should sell and start again. Treat the auction 
trialling as a day at the office.

We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their wish 
list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks mediocre in 
the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than you had expected. 
Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the catalogue, and then be 
disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two horses you will lose track of 
details on each horse so we encourage you to write notes on each horse immediately 
after trialling them. Also, watching a horse being trialled by other riders is a great way 
of assessing honesty and rideability.

The first official trialling is on Saturday at 1pm and on Sunday at 7.30am and we 
would encourage all interested parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling. 
This does give you as the potential buyer the opportunity to have another ride the next 
day Sunday, at 8am. This also gives you enough time to research the horses and talk 
to the owners.

The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena and 
are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming up and 
just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to have a little 
sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial a horse by 
approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so as to keep the 
trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each trialling is tailored 
to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first and foremost priority 
is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is a very hectic schedule with 
two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all in two days, so horse welfare is a 
major consideration. We are of course very aware of also servicing the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact
Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636 or email info@auctionofthestars.com
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Greenoaks Weltman
ON ACCOUNT OF PAMELA LLOYD

LOT
1

Greenoaks Weltman (Mendy) was bred by the late Clyde Wunderwald. Clyde  was 
a man of dressage vision and in his time imported Donna Carrera who went on 
to represent Australia at the World Cup Final in Holland. Clyde also imported 
Greenoaks Dundee who went to the Beijing Olympics in the Australian Dressage 
Team in 2008. Mendy is a horse of great genetics being by the young stallion 
Man about Town. Man about Town was again imported by Clyde but did die 
long before his time at the early age of 5 years. On the dam side is the great 
Weltmeyer and also the individual silver medallist from the Seoul Olympics – 
Matador, ridden by Kyra Kyrkland. As a competition horse, Mendy has won and 
placed from the time he was 8 years of age at Prix St Georges/Inter I level. He 
then went on to partner Lilah Nieuwland and made his way up the grades to the 
new Medium Tour, which is between Prix St George and Grand Prix. This Medium 
Tour does introduce piaffe, passage, and one-time changes. Mendy has great 
rhythm in his paces, is very easy in shoulder-in and half-pass and has beautiful 
easy flying changes. He is currently being schooled at Ryans and with his old 
competition rider Heath Ryan back in the saddle, Mendy sure does come alight. 
Mendy is also ridden by Cathryn Herbert and Breanna Tillitzki especially when 
Heath is away doing clinics and he is considered a prize ride and the girls do 
enjoy him very much. What a great opportunity.

Man about Town (imp)
Matternich

Matcho
Prinzessin

Street Lady
Sao Paulo
Diacadi

Weserfee
Weltmeyer

World Cup I
Anka

Matinee
Matador
Ramona

Pic: Julie Wilson

Brown gelding 22/10/01 16.2hh
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Burberry R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS        

LOT
2

Burberry R, from a type perspective, is really upstanding. From a competition 
perspective, she has just the best bloodlines. Burberry R is by Sandhills Bounce, 
bred and produced as a young horse by Craig Barrett. Sandhills Bounce is by 
Croftlea Artisan, a New Zealand stallion that stood one season with Craig and 
Prue before going to England to campaign as an eventing stallion in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Burberry R is out of Socialite R, dam of Mystery Whisper, who won 
the Sydney 3* 3DE before being sold to the USA and then going to the London 
2012 Olympics. Socialite is by Salute, whose blood can be found in some of 
Australia’s best dressage and eventing horses. Both Stirling Stilton and Victory 
Salute World Championships Grand Prix Dressage, 4* eventing winners include 
Panamera and Sandhillis Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 short-
listed horse F1 Pharinelli and Emma Mason and significant stallions Stirling 
Sprite and Staccato, all carrying Salute blood. Socialite R on her dam’s side 
carried the famous Cor de la Bryere bloodlines, responsible for the ‘C’ jumping 
lines dominating Olympic show jumping today. Burberry R is sold in foal to 
Contendro I through frozen semen. Contendro I is the leading eventing sire in the 
world today. Without doubt this type of breeding is where the Olympic eventers 
of tomorrow are going to come from. Burberry R is herself a half-sister to a 
London Olympian.

Sandhillls Bounce
Croftlea Artisan

Zabalu
Cloudy Bay

Sandhills Beetle
Stirling Sprite
Smiler

Socialite R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Stirling Corbette
Contact (imp)
Faleten

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay/brown mare 7/11/11 16.2hh
PPT Contendro I (IFS)
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Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Fullmoon R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
3

Fullmoon R is a black colt with a really big star and a blue eye and four white 
socks. Fullmoon R right from an early stage would leave his mum and go visiting 
the other foals in the paddock before they were confident enough to leave their 
mums’ sides. As they became more confident, Fullmoon R was always the leader, 
leading them into the cross-country water jump where they would play for hours 
galloping through the water and out over a small log out onto dry land and then 
wheeling back and jumping the small log back into the water, taking particular 
care to jump up and down lots to splash all of the other foals. Fullmoon R also 
loves leading his friends up onto a mound cross-country fence, which goes up 
some 6m into the air. On top of this mound there was barely enough room for 
Fullmoon R and his five cohorts but they all managed to fit up there and survey 
the world and their mums from this vantage point. Fullmoon R is not bossy but 
very confident and seemingly very kind. He carries just the best bloodlines with 
his father Fiji R having a great year and winning many Grand Prix dressage 
competitions. Fullmoon R’s dam Queenalie R is by the Australian Olympic stallion 
Quando Quando who was ridden by Kristy Oatley. Further back on his dam’s line 
is Yardley Charisma II who was the Australian Grand Prix dressage champion with 
Rachel Downs in the saddle and represented Australia at the World Equestrian 
games in Dortmund in 1999. Fullmoon R has a destiny to lead.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawii
Harvard
Habanera

Queenalie R
Quando Quando (imp)

QuattroB
St Pr El St Schickeria

Chatham Park Allie
Jaybee Alabaster
Yardley Charisma II

Black colt 28/8/16 mature 16.1hh
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Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Greenrocks Quiver 
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX AND KAY JUSTICE

LOT
4

Quiver is the first foal by Questing R and she is something special!  She is a big, 
bold, bay filly with movement to die for and a beautiful steady temperament.  Her 
sire Questing R is by Quarterback who was Bundeschampion 3yo riding horse 
with a score of 10 for rideability Questing R carries the Quando Quando 
bloodlines (Olympic and WEG representative) Questing R’s dam, Huntview Benita 
is by Brentano II, famous for producing international Grand Prix dressage horses. 
Questing R scored a massive 84% at his first-ever dressage outing.  On Quiver’s 
dam side, Red Morning Light R has truly amazing movement that has to be seen 
to be believed.  She is by the Grand Prix superstar, Regardez Moi, three times 
Australian Grand Prix Champion.  She also carries Jive Magic (imp), Richmeed 
Medallion (imp), plus Don Ramiro (imp)bloodlines.  Red Morning Light was 
selected by the Ryans as mother of their Totilas filly, which is a testament to her 
quality.   Quiver has been very well handled and has an easy-going nature.  She 
will be a force to be reckoned with in the competition arena.

Questing R  
Quarterback

Quarterman
Passionata

Hunterview Benita
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia

Red Morning Light R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Chlotilde 

Just Morning R
Jive Magic (imp)
Misty Morning R 

Bay filly 9/10/15 mature 16.2hh
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Rosehip R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
5

Rosehip R is a magnificent black young mare with spine tingling paces and breeding 
to die for. According to our records, Rosehip R should have a Questing R foal just 
before the auction, so this will be a two in one package. Rosehip R is by Regardez 
Moi who at the moment has to be the dressage sire sensation of Australia. Regardez 
Moi has on three different occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion and 
he has competed overseas representing Australia. This year at 20 years of age he 
did not compete for the first time in more than a decade at the National Dressage 
Championships. His progeny did, however, and Utopian Cardinal is now the reigning 
Australian Grand Prix Champion. In the Grand Prix Freestyle, the class was won by 
Mindarah Park Ramadan and second was Utopian Cardinal. Both horses by Regardez 
Moi!! On the dam side of Rosehip R is Jive Magic who was a mighty Grand Prix 
performer before being injured doing stud duties. Jive Magic did win the Sydney CDI 
Grand Prix in 2010 with Rozzie Ryan in the saddle. Right down the bottom line is Don 
Ramiro who carries the Donnerhall bloodlines and who was a sensational 5yo and 
then unfortunately for us was sold back to Germany. The foal that is imminent is by 
the Ryans’ young superstar stallion Questing R. Questing R is by Quaterback and is 
being carefully watched by everyone. Exciting times.

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Julip R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Delphinium R
Don Ramiro (imp)
Lilac

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black mare 13/9/10 16.2hh
PPT Questing R Due 13/12/16
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Go Heaven Sent
ON ACCOUNT OF PETA STRONG

LOT
6

Go Heaven Sent (Joker) is a magnificent young stallion with two white socks 
behind and a small white star on his head. Joker has the most incredible 
temperament. This is why he has stayed a stallion. Joker loves attention and 
thrives with the pampering he receives. Easy to catch, lead, shoe, clip, wash, 
tie-up (including next to other horses in the washbay or next to geldings on the 
truck out at competitions). Joker has travelled to Melbourne for the young horse 
class as a 4yo and was not fazed by the atmosphere of the indoor arena and 
enjoyed competing with the crowds and music around him. At Melbourne, the 
horses have a chance to familiarise in the competition arena, which can get busy 
at times with many horses warming up at the same time and again Joker was 
unflappable in these circumstances. Joker started his life with great promise, 
wonderful paces, an outstanding temperament and bloodlines that were the 
cutting edge. Everything looked great for a stellar career. Well, life doesn’t always 
work like that and due to personal circumstances the three horses on account of 
Peta Strong have all spent the past two years in the paddock. This, of course, is a 
great shame and they are now being sold with the view that just maybe someone 
will buy them and finish the journey that started with so much promise. All three 
of these horses are being sold through no fault of their own. Check him out as a 
youngster at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blqYwm3T6hw

Sir Donnerhall (IFS)
Sandro Hit

Sandro Song
Loretta

Contenance D
Donnerhall
Contenace II

Go Gracey
Argentille Grenadier

Gletscher
Hilly
 
 

Brown/black stallion 8/11/08 17.2hh



2016December 17-18

Fawkes R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
7

Fawkes R is a 4yo, broken in but then turned away because we at Ryans have 
had our efforts focused elsewhere. Fawkes R was broken in by a breaker from 
Scone along with six other youngsters. All six of these youngsters do need further 
schooling and legs being picked up etc etc. The journey has been started. Fawkes 
R is compact, leggy and scopey. He immediately impacts as an athlete with natural 
balance and poise. He is very green but very sensible and responds with great 
logic. He does appear to have a mind that is highly suitable for advanced training. 
From a bloodline point of view, he is by Fiji R who has just had the most magnificent 
year in terms of Grand Prix dressage wins with his young rider Bree Tillitzki in the 
saddle. He has had a great year in terms of siring really beautiful foals and he has 
had a great year in terms of being hugely popular with our outside clients. Fiji R 
is king when it comes to temperament, young stock with statuesque good looks 
and young stock that have gazelle-like movement. On the dam side of Fawkes R 
is Jive Magic, a mighty Grand Prix dressage stallion winning the Sydney CDI Grand 
Prix in 2010 with Rozzie Ryan. On Fawkes R’s mother’s dam side he comes from 
Contango II bloodlines. These bloodlines rocketed into international fame when 
Contango I sired Ravel, who pretty much made American rider Stefan Peters the 
world star that he is today. What a wonderful collection of bloodlines and promise 
Fawkes R represents!

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Hocs Paula R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Hocs Potter
Contango II
Bally Rogan

Chestnut gelding 23/10/12 mature 16.2hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Byalee Bjorn
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES

LOT
8

Byalee Bjorn is a gorgeous red-gold gelding who deserves a loving partner in life. 
Sold at AOS in utero, he missed an early start in life due to work commitments 
by his owner at the time, and as a result hasn’t yet had a chance to show off his 
inherited talent and temperament from the beautiful imported stallion Byalee Briar. 
A compact, hard-to-find height, Bjorn moves off into a nicely forward trot with little 
effort, and is responsive but yet not sensitive to the leg. He is very willing to stay in 
front of the leg, has easy canter transitions and is working through baby shoulder-in 
and legyielding. In his first test at his first outing ever, he scored a very impressive 
76% to place second only to his stablemate Byalee Ringlet, with comments like 
‘beautiful true paces throughout’. Bjorn’s sire, Byalee Briar, is showing real signs 
of a great ability in the world of piaffe and passage and his dam, Delight - known 
as Princess to her friends, was also a big-moving mare with performance breeding 
such as Kaoru Star, who appears even in the pedigree of Byalee Romance. Bjorn 
will be competed in the lead-up to the auction and exposed to new experiences in 
what we plan to be a perfect preparation for his new life.

Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis

Florine
Bernstein
Flaurinne

Byalee Delight
Sandpit

Baynoun
Sand Dancer 

Phanessa
Aurealis
Niamara

Chestnut gelding 15.2hh 2010



2016December 17-18

Faberge R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS     

LOT
9

According to Sappho who this year is heading up the stud work here at Ryans, 
Faberge R is the stand-out foal for 2016. Capturing him on camera we admit 
defeat, however, this is a spectacular colt with majestic lines and breathtaking 
movement. Faberge R is by Fiji R, who right now is starring on all fronts being 
very popular with mare owners and throwing foals that are great lookers, move 
really well and have really outstanding temperaments. As a competition horse, 
Fiji R has had a wonderful year with many wins at Grand Prix. Faberge R is out 
of Julip R, one of our established producers of top quality foals. Julip R is by 
Grand Prix dressage stallion Jive Magic, an outstanding winner with Rozzie Ryan 
in the saddle and who carries the dynasty bloodlines of the Dutch stallion Jazz. 
Julip R is in turn out of the mare Delphinium R who herself is by Don Ramiro. 
Don Ramiro was bought as a weanling from Germany by Heath Ryan and turned 
into the most spectacular young stallion. Don Ramiro carried the Donnerhall and 
Pik Bube lines. Donnerhall today is the number one bloodline in the world if you 
are talking the top 25 dressage horses at the last three Olympics. Don Ramiro 
did a display at the Sydney CDI when it was held in Horseworld before Sydney 
International Equestrian Centre and certainly Heath claimed he was the best 4yo 
in the world and he received a standing ovation. Don Ramiro was then bought 
back by the Germans. Faberge R is special, special.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Julip R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Delphinium R
Don Ramiro (imp)
Lilac

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut colt 30/9/16 mature 16.2hh
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Buckwell Park Accacia 
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK 

LOT
10

This is a Royal Show Champion who dressaged to medium with the ability to 
go a lot further.  By time of auction she will have a foal at foot by the imported, 
successful dressage champion, Rituel (Mary Hanna).  She will be either ready 
to rebreed to a stallion of your choice or put back under saddle to continue her 
ridden career.  She is by imported and deceased Grand Prix stallion, Grandvalier 
who has been very influential in producing successful dressage horses in 
Australia.  Her dam is the top producing matriarch of Buckwell Park Stud, 
Buckwell Park Destiny, who goes back to the internationally famous, Souvenir.  
This is a rare opportunity to secure a top-quality, trouble-free broodmare who is 
proven with frozen semen and embryo transfer, with a purpose-bred dressage 
foal at foot.  She is a stunning mover, with correct conformation and a faultless 
temperament – a dream to do everything with. And you have the opportunity to 
put her back under saddle and continue on her winning way.  Only offered for 
sale as we have retained fillies from her.

Grandkavalier (imp)
Grundstein II

Graphit 
Sissi

Resista
Rosenkavalier 
Antine

Buckwell Park Destiny
Koyuna Supreme

Souvenir
Koyuna Felicity

Wavecrest Breeze
Chipala Fadan
Jamella

Black mare 11/10/04 16.3hh
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Boambee Oro
ON ACCOUNT OF AMANDA AND ZENO BASTON

LOT
11

Boambee Oro (known as Harry) is outstanding for his remarkable intelligence 
and there are a number of video clips circulating with him playing with his ball 
in the paddock - extraordinary footage. Harry is by the young up-and-coming 
dressage sire Questing R. Questing R does have the most amazing paces, 
which are developing daily with his training. Questing R carries the spectacular 
bloodlines of Quaterback on his sire’s side and the very established Grand Prix 
bloodlines of Brentano II on his dam’s side. Questing R we hope will become a 
Grand Prix sensation and he does bring to the table paces with as much scope 
as there is in the world today. Harry as a type is very similar to Questing R. 
Harry’s mother, Forget me Not R, is by Fiji R who has had a brilliant year with 
his young rider Bree Tillitzki winning many Grand Prix dressage competitions. 
Harry’s grandmother is Jonquil R, by Jive Magic. Jive Magic himself was also a 
Grand Prix winning stallion and with Rozzie won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class 
in 2010. Jonquil R is out of the amazing mare Shannon R, by Salute. Shannon 
R is the dam of Donnabella, who with Megan Bryant represented Australia in 
Germany in the young rider world championships. Shannon R is also the dam 
of Jeff the Cheff who is a full brother to Jonquil R. Jeff the Cheff is Grand Prix 
dressage in the US with Silva Martin. Megan Bryant has another full brother to 
Jonquil R called Mr Jackson who also has just gone Grand Prix. Harry is just so 
well related. Definitely a star of the future.

Questing R
Quarterback

Quarterman
Passioniata

Hunterview Benita
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia 

Forget me Not R
Fiji R (imp)

Florencio
Hawaii

Jonquil R
Jive Magic (imp)
Shannon R

Chestnut colt 10/10/15 mature 16.2hh
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Macy
ON ACCOUNT OF SUE FIDLER

LOT
12

Macy is not just an outstanding type to look at - she is also bred to be a serious 
athlete, proving her point with performance of more than 68% at novice. In 
eventing and dressage, her bloodlines on both sire and dam lines have proven 
to be some of the best in the world, producing many Olympic heroes including 
eventers such as: Chris Burton’s Santano II, who represented Australia at the 
Rio Olympics; Sam Griffiths’ Beaurepaire Nemo, established at 3* eventing; and 
Mystery Whisper, bred and campaigned by Heath Ryan and later sold to America 
where he competed with Phillip Dutton at the London 2012 Olympics. Also on the 
dam’s side there is Woodpigeon, whose mother was Heath’s very first Olympic 
hope. He is quoted as saying ‘There was no end to her courage and generosity’. 
The dressage stars are endless. They need no introduction, appearing high up on 
the world stage for decades. There is Ferro, Uthopia and Krack C just to name a 
few. It is no wonder that Macy has hit the competition stage with huge success 
both in eventing and dressage. She shows huge potential both physically and 
mentally. This mare is bound to be a star, whichever path you choose to take.

Let’s Kiss ’n’ Tell
Sunny Boy

Sandro Hit
Fantastica

Larapinta Evening Star 
Metal
Fleminka

Byalee Madeira
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Catherston Desert Gold

Donnabella
Don Ramiro (imp)
Woodpigeon

Grey mare 4/12/10 16.3hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Frederico R
ON ACCOUNT OF DEAN RYAN     

LOT
13

Frederico R is a sensational young dressage horse who has started his 
competition career winning at preliminary level. Frederico R has had some six 
starts only, with four of them going above 70% and none of them below 69.5%. 
He is one of the most spectacular young horses ever bred at Ryans. Frederico 
R is a beautiful-looking young gelding with three white socks and a blaze. His 
paces, however, are what set him above the normal young horse. In all of his 
outings Frederico R was ridden by Bree Tillitzki. Frederico R is by Fiji R who has 
had a great 2016 winning multiple Grand Prix dressage classes and with the first 
of his offspring starting to compete and performing extremely well. Frederico 
R’s dam line is fascinating in that it has Jive Magic who was a big-time Grand 
Prix dressage winner in the past having won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 
2010. Also on Frederico R’s dam line is Argentille Ilkay who in turn is by Variant. 
The Dutch sire Variant is also in the dam line of Valegro who is the individual 
gold medallist at the London Olympics in 2012 and again at the Rio de Janeiro 
Olympics in 2016. It does seem that this Variant bloodline has been until now 
overlooked. Argentille Ilkay (dec) actually does have a really good strike rate of 
producing Grand Prix dressage horses from very limited opportunity. Ryans have 
a full sister to Frederico R who has been saved for the broodmare herd and she 
is not for sale. Frederico R does look like the real deal when talking about a top-
of-the-range Olympic horse.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Josie R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Anky
Argentille Ilkay (imp)
Annaglanz

Chestnut gelding 1/2/11 16hh
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Felicity R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS         

LOT
14

Felicity R is magnificent black filly with a star and snip and one white sock. 
Like all of the Fiji R foals, Felicity R has charisma and is stunning to look at. 
A shimmering beauty queen! Felicity R has great paces and in all ways is an 
outstanding individual. She is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R, produced 
by young rider Breanna Tillitki to Grand Prix dressage level. Fiji R does have the 
most wonderful temperament and he does pass this on to his youngsters. Fiji R 
and Breanna Tillitzki have numerous Grand Prix dressage wins to their credit and 
Fiji R also looks to be producing young stock that are going on and being very 
successful in the competition arena. Felicity R comes from the Alabaster mare 
Chatham Park Allie. Chatham Park Allie does throw beautiful foals and we already 
have retained one filly with a view to our ongoing breeding program. Alabaster 
was ridden by Rachel Downs to be Australian Grand Prix Champion and did 
represent Australia at the World Equestrian Games in Kentucky in 2010. Alabaster 
did stay overseas to be campaigned in the Northern Hemisphere and was ridden 
by Hayley Beresford. Both Rachel and Hayley are Australian Olympians. Right 
down on the bottom line is Yardley Charisma II, Australian Grand Prix Champion 
again with Rachel Downs in the saddle and represented Australia at the World 
Cup final in Dortmund in 1999. Felicity R comes with an outstanding pedigree 
and a family that has competed with success in international competition.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Alabaster
Gloria

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Chatham Park Allie
Jaybee Alabaster

Alabaster
Gloria

Yardley Charisma II
Northern Congress
Northern Amblett

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black filly 24/9/16 mature 16.3hh
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Dreamweaver
ON ACCOUNT OF LLOYD RALEIGH

LOT
15

Dreamweaver is a striking chestnut gelding with a blonde mane and tail. 
Dreamweaver is a pure thoroughbred and was purchased off the track as a 
4yo and has been trained, ridden and competed by his amateur owner/rider 
Lloyd Raleigh. Dreamweaver is currently competing 105cm eventing and would 
be suited to take a junior or amateur adult rider up the grades. Dreamweaver 
has a fantastic temperament and can be left for weeks between rides and then 
quite happily go to a competition with nothing more than a quick training ride 
the day before! There is no doubt that Dreamweaver is completely undiscovered 
in terms of his competition potentials. In terms of being a pleasure to own 
and take out and socialise and just enjoy riding Dreamweaver is a superstar! 
Interestingly, Dreamweaver has a special flare for the big trot and will with very 
little encouragement pop into passage. Lloyd loves doing this to show off just 
before a dressage test when he really should be concentrating on normal walk, 
trot and canter! Usually horses that do this are really stirred up and hot. Not 
Dreamweaver. He is genuinely a quiet, loose, long rein ride and will still produce 
passage steps. Of course if this natural gift was developed Dreamweaver would 
develop a trot equal to the fanciest warmbloods. Just one of those things! 
Dreamweaver has also been used as a lead pony for Japanese exchange 
students. He is a pleasure to handle and has a friendly nature. Dreamweaver 
is genuine in all ways and for many people this will be the funnest and most 
suitable horse in the entire auction.

Legal Opinion
Danehill

Danzig 
Razyana

Summoned
Crowned Prince
Sweet Life

Gay Aura
Gay Biscay

Biscay
Lorrain’s Joy

Miemora
Sir Daniel
Ace’s Double

Chestnut gelding 30/8/05 16.2hh
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Roulette R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
16

Roulette R is due to foal a few days before the auction and represents a two-in-
one package. Roulette R also does sport some magnificent genetics. Roulette R’s 
sire Regardez Moi has to be the dressage sire sensation of Australia. Regardez 
Moi has on three different occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion 
and he has competed overseas representing Australia. This year at 20 years of 
age he did not compete for the first time in more than a decade at the National 
Dressage Championships. His progeny did, however, and Utopian Cardinal is now 
the reigning Australian Grand Prix Champion. In the Grand Prix Freestyle the 
class was won by Mindarah Park Ramadan and second was Utopian Cardinal. 
Both horses by Regardez Moi!! Roulette R is also majestically bred on the dam’s 
side with her mother being by AEA Metallic. AEA Metallic is now a Grand Prix 
dressage horse with Dirk Dijkstra in the saddle. AEA Metallic does carry the 
Ferro bloodline. Down on the bottom line is the mighty Jive Magic who is also 
a Grand Prix dressage horse and in 2010 won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix. Also 
down on the bottom line is Diamond Delight who is by Don Ramiro who was the 
most amazing young dressage stallion, which Heath claimed was the best 5yod 
in the world! The Germans bought Don Ramiro back a couple of months after 
his first proper public performance. Roulette R is a wonderful collection of just 
genetics with the best.

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Miss Minx R
AEA Metallic (imp)

Metall
Marina

Jumping Janie R
Jive Magic (imp)
Diamond Delight

Black mare 3/12/11 16.2hh
PPT Questing R Due 13/12/16

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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PHE Jem
ON ACCOUNT OF DEB BARDELL

LOT
17

PHE Jem is a delightful mare with three quality paces and an incredible knack 
of producing beautiful offspring. Her 2015 foal is an exceptional black filly by 
Regardez Moi (photos available). Jem is by Jive Magic and she has inherited 
his amazing power and cadence, with a beautiful front and brilliant hock action 
that she consistently passes on to her offspring. Jem is in foal to Questing R, a 
young stallion by Quaterback out of a Brentano II mare. He has recently hit the 
competition scene achieving some incredible scores of more than 80% and is 
just breathtaking to watch. His first few foals to hit the ground are spectacular. 
This exciting cross should produce a cracker of a foal next season. PHE Jem is 
a proven and reliable broodmare on which to build the foundations of your own 
breeding program. She has a realistic reserve price.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Tongy Impression
Reckless Fred

Reckless Dan
Let’s Know

Prime Heiress
Primed
Lynaire

Brown mare 15.3hh 2003 PPT to Questing R



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

JE Blues
ON ACCOUNT OF SAM FASHER

LOT
18

Eventers through the Auction of the Stars do tend to be in a minority, however, 
those that have been sold through AOS have gone on to be superstars. Bindaboo 
was sold as a 1* horse to Lindsay Honey in WA and was in contention for the 
Rio de Janeiro Olympics. Aspire R was sold as a 3yo and sold on as a 3* eventer 
and was also in contention for Rio. Bonza Troy took Sappho Ransan-Elliot from 
beginner pony club status to 3* eventing. And the list goes on and on. JE Blues is 
a strikingly beautiful WB by Jive Magic. He has been campaigned by Sam Fasher 
and is now competing at 2* level so he is well and truly on his way. JE Blues 
courtesy of his breeding does have outstanding paces and he has won straight 
dressage tests. From an eventing point of view this is a massive advantage. 
JE Blues has a really nice walk with good overtrack, a great trot which has 
swing and is standout in the eventing arena. JE Blues has a powerful canter 
with elevation and jump - certainly paces that could develop into a very real 
dressage horse should someone so desire in years to come. Just keep in mind 
that Bullwinkle, who was travelling reserve for the Australian dressage team at 
the London Olympics was a 4* eventer who changed direction. JE Blues as a 
jumper has a really good technique in front and behind and is capable of clear 
showjumping rounds. Cross country, JE Blues is good into water, over ditches 
and banks. His success includes winning elementary dressage in August 2014; 
2nd in novice eventing SIEC 2013; 13th 2* eventing Camden 2014. He jumps 
1’25 courses with confidence and has recently placed in 1.15m classes. This is 
a top competition horse for a rider who has serious ambition.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Anky
Ilkay (imp)

Varient
Dorette

Annaglanz
Elfenglanz
Alpha ll

Chestnut gelding 9/11/2003 16.2hh
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Sing Song R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
19

Sing Song R is a statuesque broodmare by perhaps one of the most influential 
performance stallions in Australia today. Sing Song R is one of the last broodmares 
by Salute. Salute is responsible for champion horses in both the dressage scene 
and the eventing scene. Salute sired Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute, who both 
represented Australia at World Championships Grand Prix dressage. Salute is 
a major influence on the eventing world with 4* eventing winners Panamera 
and Sandhills Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 short-listed horse 
F1 Pharenelli, London Olympic horse Mystery Whisper and significant stallions 
Stirling Sprite and Staccato, all carrying Salute blood. On Sing Song R’s dam side 
is Ludendorf who is to this day the only stallion to ever be simultaneously listed 
on an elite squad for dressage and eventing. Willow, Sing Song R’s granddam, 
was also the dam of Stonecutter, a 3* eventer sold to Japan. Willow is by Ruffian, 
an Andalusian stallion that Heath selected with a view to promoting piaffe and 
passage in his broodmare herd. Sing Song R is a full sister to Kenare Snowshoes, 
who after starting life as a broodmare was broken in and taken up the grades in 
the showjumping ring to World Cup level by Vicki Roycroft. Sing Song R is sold 
in foal to Wimbourne Constable who is being campaigned at 1* level eventing by 
Heath Ryan for owners Kylie and Phillip Ewart and is proving to be an up-and-
coming eventing star!

Salute (imp)
Saluut

Ronald
Elma

Inia
Amor
Winia

Kenare Holly
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

Willow
Ruffian (imp)
High Trail

Grey mare 1996 16.2hh PPT Wimborne Constable

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Flute R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
20

Flute R is an outstanding black filly blessed with exquisite looks. She is by Fiji 
R, currently competing and winning at Grand Prix dressage level with Breanna 
Tillitzki. Fiji R has an extraordinary temperament.  Flute R has not missed out on 
this outstanding temperament and also has the outstanding Fiji R paces. Flute 
R also has exceptional hock action. We think this spectacular hock action has 
a lot to do with Flute R’s dam line, which is Regardez Moi and AEA Metallic. At 
the Australian National Dressage Championships in October this year, Regardez 
Moi was the sire of the new Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal. 
The Metallic fusion is also of great interest to us. Metallic is now winning Grand 
Prix dressage in Victoria with Dirk Djkstra. In days gone by, we had thought that 
Metallic was perhaps the best moving stallion in Australia and to this day his 
movement in the Grand Prix test does catch everyone’s eye and is the topic 
of much comment.  Metallic carries the dynasty bloodlines of Ferro. Regardez 
Moi carries the dynasty bloodlines of Rubenstien, Donnerhall and Angelo. Fiji R 
carries the dynasty bloodlines of Florestan and Weltmeyer. There are about seven 
stallions responsible for the top 25 horses at the Rio Olympics and the same 
stallions four years earlier at the London Olympics. Flute R carries the bloodlines 
of almost all of these stallions.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Risque R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein 
Clothilde

Miss Minx R
AEA Metallic (imp)
Jumping Janie R

Black filly 11/9/16 mature 16.1hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

BZ Rohan
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS    

LOT
21

BZ Rohan is a spectacular grey gelding. BZ Rohan is by Regardez Moi who at the 
moment has to be the dressage sire sensation of Australia. Regardez Moi has 
on three different occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion and he 
has competed overseas representing Australia. This year at 20yrs of age he did 
not compete for the first time for more than a decade at the National Dressage 
Championships. His progeny did, however, and Utopian Cardinal is now the 
reigning Australian Grand Prix Champion. In the Grand Prix Freestyle the class 
was won by Mindarah Park Ramadan and second was Utopian Cardinal. Both 
horses by Regardez Moi!! On the dam side, BZ Rohan is out of Sing Song R, 
a magnificent Salute mare. Salute is responsible for champion horses in both 
the dressage scene and the eventing scene. Salute sired Stirling Stilton and 
Victory Salute who both represented Australia at World Championships Grand 
Prix Dressage. Salute is a major influence on the Eventing world with 4* eventing 
winners Panamera and Sandhills Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 
short listed horse F1 Pharenelli, London Olympic horse Mystery Whisper and 
significant stallions Stirling Sprite and Staccato, all carrying Salute blood.  Sing 
Song R is a full sister to Kenare Snowshoes who was a World Cup show jumper 
with Olympian Vicki Roycroft.  BZ Rohan carries some of the best dressage and 
jumping lines.

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Sing Song R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Kenare Holly
Ludendorf (imp)
Willow

Grey gelding 30/9/11 16.2hh
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Jive On R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
22

Jive On R is perhaps the best-related competition broodmare in Australia. Jive 
On R is not broken in due to her worth as a broodmare. Jive On R is however a 
full sister to 1) Jeff the Cheff who is in the USA competing at Grand Prix level 
with Silva Martin in the saddle 2) Mr Jackson who is just now competing in 
young rider Grand Prix with his owner/trainer Megan Bryant. Jive On R is a half 
sister to 1) Donnabella, who represented Australia in Germany at the young rider 
World Championships with Australian young rider Megan Bryant 2) Daylight 
R who went to Germany with her owner young rider Brianna Burgess and 
campaigned at Grand Prix level 3) Don Romeo who went Prix St George with Sue 
Hearn in the saddle and 4) Don Rivera who was winning Prix St Georges with 
Rozzie Ryan in the saddle. Jive On R is in foal to Regardez Moi who has on three 
different occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Champion. Regardez Moi 
did not compete at the National Dressage Championships 2016 due to his age 
although he is still 100% sound. Nevertheless his son Utopian Cardinal became 
the Australian Grand Prix Champion and in the Grand Prix Freestyle Mindarah 
Park Ramadan was first and Utopian Cardinal was second - probably the first 
time in Australian history that the first two placegetters were by the same sire, 
Regardez Moi. So Jive On R should produce as close as you can get to a dead 
cert Grand Prix foal.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Shannon R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Monika
Montora
Carmel

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay mare 2/2/10 16hh PPT to Regardez Moi



2016December 17-18

Folksong R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
23

Folksong R is an exquisite young filly with beautiful looks and paces. Folksong 
R is by Fiji R who has had his best year ever in terms of Grand Prix wins under 
his young rider Breanna Tillitzki, in terms of spectacular youngsters both as foals 
and as young competition horses making their way into the dressage arenas and 
as a commercial stallion in terms of outside mare owners sending their mares to 
him. Fiji R does carry the very important bloodlines of Florestan I and Weltmeyer. 
The dam Rondelle R is by Regardez Moi who has on three different occasions 
been the Australian Grand Prix Champion. At the 2016 Australian Dressage 
Championships, Utopian Cardinal became the reigning Australian Grand Prix 
Champion and in the Grand Prix Freestyle the class was won by Mindarah Park 
Ramadan and second was Utopian Cardinal. Both horses by Regardez Moi!! 
Folksong R’s dam Rondelle R is out of the mare Sandy, by Salute. The Salute 
blood is probably the most influential performance Olympic bloodline in Australia 
today, Salute being the sire of Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute who both 
represented Australia at World Championships Grand Prix dressage; Staccato, 
who was ranked the number one eventing stallion in the world some years ago; 
and Mystery Whisper, who competed at the London 2012 Olympics is out of 
a Salute mare. TEC Mandy was also a very successful dressage and eventing 
mare who sold to Japan. This is a beautiful young filly with the potential for great 
things in her future!

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Rondelle R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein 
Clothilde

Sandy
Salute (imp)
TEC Mandy

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black filly 19/1/15 mature 16.2hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Jillian R was hand-picked by us as a foal. She was selected from Heath and 
Rozzie Ryan’s sensational herd of youngsters.  Jillian was broken in as a 4yo 
old by Gordon Bishop, then put in foal. Jillian R has produced the most amazing 
foals, such as BZ Rafael, BZ Rolando and BZ Mimco. Jillian R is an exquisite 
and elegant looking mare with spectacular suspension. Jillian R is by Grand 
Prix stallion Jive Magic. Jive Magic was a big-time Grand Prix dressage winner 
in the past having won the Sydney CDI Grand Prix class in 2010 before having 
his competition career cut short after sustaining an injury during stud duties. 
Jillian R is out of Slinky R, who is out of Lynx. Lynx is a full-sister to Grand Prix 
dressage horse Londoner. Londoner won the Trans-Tasman Grand Prix in New 
Zealand with Olympian Mary Hanna in the saddle. Lynx is also the dam of top 
eventer Don Panache. Also on Jillian R’s dam side is Salute who is responsible 
for champion horses in both the dressage scene and the eventing scene. Salute 
sired Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute, who both represented Australia at World 
Championships Grand Prix dressage. Salute is a major influence on the Eventing 
world with 4* eventing winners Panamera and Sandhills Brillaire, 3* winner 
Adelaide Hill, London Olympic horse Mystery Whisper and significant stallions 
Stirling Sprite and Staccato all carrying Salute blood.  Jillian R comes from a long 
line of top performers, and we look forward to seeing her foals going through 
the ranks.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Slinky R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Lynx
Ludendorf (imp)
Alpha II

Jillian R 
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS       

LOT
24

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black mare 2007 16.3hh
PPT Fiji R Due 18/01/16



2016December 17-18

Fairbanks Ruff Diamond, known as Rudi in the stable, is a quality 11yo warmblood 
gelding standing at 16.2hh and EA, SHCA and AWHA registered. Rudi is by the 
stallion Royal Diamond, by Rubenstein. Rubenstein is one of the main dressage 
dynasties at the Olympic Games and is also the sire of Regardez Moi, three times 
the Australian Grand Prix Dressage Champion. Also through Royal Diamond is 
Inschallah, one of the important stallions in Germany, used to introduce more 
quality to the warmbloods. Inschallah was an Oldenburg stallion carrying some 
Arab influence. Rudi does have some great paces including impressive extended 
trot. Rudi is schooling shoulder-in and half-pass and is always very willing. At the 
time of writing Rudi had just started flying changes and hopefully by the auction 
these will be established enough to be part of his presentation. Rudi’s changes 
are going to be big and expressive and this will open the gateway for Rudi to 
start campaigning at medium level dressage. Rudi does have a flair for dressage, 
however, he has also a more than competent jumper and shows good technique 
in the air. Rudi is a light ride and has historically always been ridden by a lady. 
Rudi is very polite to handle and good to clip, shoe and float.

Royal Diamond
Rubinstein 

Rosekavalier
Antine

Eliktia V
Inschallah
Elektia

Fairbanks Genellie
Gelriano

Gelria
Wendria

Bouncy
Tristram
Lady Wiston

Fairbanks Ruff Diamond
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
25

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut gelding 03/09/05 16.2hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Festival R is a baby bay colt with a star and three white socks. Festival R is going 
to develop into the most majestic individual and we would expect him to grow 
up around 17hh. Festival R is a full brother to Fireworks R, now 6 years of age 
and a dressage sensation being already comfortable with tempi changes down 
to every second stride, piaffe, the beginning of passage and multiple wins and 
championships in novice classes with scores usually being over the 70% mark. 
Festival R is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R, campaigned and trained 
by young rider Bree Tillitzki. Together Bree and Fiji R have posted multiple wins 
in the Grand Prix arena. Jaimie R who is the mother of Festival R is by the very 
successful Grand Prix stallion Jive Magic, who with Rozzie won the 2010 Grand 
Prix at the Sydney CDI. This is possibly the most prestigious dressage show 
in Australia at the time. Jaimie R is in turn out of Regalia R, by Regardez Moi. 
Regardez Moi has been three times the Australian Grand Prix Champion and was 
this year sire of the Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal. Festival R 
is a mighty collection of the very best competition genetics in the world.

Festival R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
26

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Jaimie R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Regalia R
Regardez Moi (imp)
Lucilla R

Bay colt 8/9/16 mature 16.3hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com



2016December 17-18

Byalee Contessa is a good-looking, expressive warmblood cross mare with 
beautiful paces. Already the dam of two magnificent foals, she is offered for sale 
in foal to the golden stallion Byalee Briar, offering a good chance of a beautiful 
buckskin foal like her last one, with size, movement, temperament and a great 
attitude. Tessa follows in the footsteps of other outstanding youngsters offered 
by Cildara Conquest through Auction of the Stars, such as King’s Companion 
($13,200) and King’s Catwalk (passed in at $14,250). Cildara Conquest offspring 
competing at national level include Kings Legend (FEI winner at age seven), 
Kings International, Kings Superstar and Kings Guardian. Byalee Briar is by 
the renowned Bjorsells Briar 899 (Jan Brink) who was the world’s number one 
dressage stallion for the seven consecutive years. Briar is competing advanced 
level and showing some serious talent for the piaffe and passage work. ‘Tessa’ 
was broken in and turned out before her last foal and could be brought back 
into work after foaling. Her foal represents an opportunity to combine the 
extraordinary trainability of both the Briar and Conquest lines and would be ideal 
for either amateur or professional rider.

Byalee Contessa
ON ACCOUNT OF KEVIN WINDLE        

LOT
27

Cildara Conquest
Contango II

Contango
Abraxis

Fourwinds Forella
Falkland
Fourwinds Wonga Jill

Unnamed polocrosse mare
 

 
 

 
 
 

Black/brown mare 2008 15.3hh
PPT to Byalee Briar LFG



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Hill of Gold is a young gelding bred in the purple and comes from a background 
of heroes from yesteryear! Paris Hill was bred by Beth and Warwick Turner and 
brings together some of the best Australian genetics crossed with some of 
the best French genetics. Beth and Warwick hailed from Oberon as indeed did 
Belinda Bailey. Paris Hill is today owned and promoted by Belinda Bailey who 
herself was a 3* event rider and of course grew up on the family property at 
Oberon. Stirling Sprite, the grandsire of Paris Hill, is by Salute out of a Double 
Cream mare. This was Beth and Warwick’s first stallion purchase. Salute today 
is perhaps the biggest influence on Olympic discipline horses in Australia and 
Double Cream was a thoroughbred who was the sire of Trade Commissioner who 
went to Seoul Olympics with Scott Keach. Also the sire of Casson Road, Roma’s 
Double, Benduka all of whom were 3* and competed at Oberon. Richmeed 
Medallion on the dam’s side is the sire of Mystery Whisper who also had Salute 
blood and who went around the London Olympics with Phillip Dutton in the 
saddle. The breeder of Hill of Gold is Michael Johnston. Again Michael in the 80s 
was longlisted several times for Australian Olympic teams especially on a great 
horse called Gold and Brown and always competed at Oberon. Out of the past 
comes the blast. Hill of Gold. Here lies somebody’s destiny.

Hill of Gold 
ON ACCOUNT OF MICHAEL JOHNSTON

LOT
28

Paris Hill
Ideal de Valette

Voltaire
Almee De Valette

Geogianna Hill
Stirling Sprite
 

Sandon Grove Antionette
Trinity Ellington 

Edwardo Rex
Jans Rajan

Sandon Grove Ellie
Richmeed Medallion
Paint the Kingdom

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay gelding 20/11/15 mature 16.1hh



2016December 17-18

Fleur de Vie (Fleur) is by the Australian legend Regardez Moi. Regardez Moi, 
having been three times Australian Grand Prix Champion, having represented 
Australia overseas, having sired the 2016 Australian Grand Prix Champion 
Utopian Cardinal, was the sire of first and second placegetters in the Australian 
National Grand Prix Freestyle, Mindarah Park Ramadan with Mary Warren in the 
saddle and Utopian Cardinal with Heath Ryan in the saddle. On the dam side, 
Fleur is carrying Sandro Hit and Contender bloodlines. At the time of writing we 
are optimistic that Fleur will be one, if not the first, mare to go in foal to Nemo 
R. Nemo R is by the stallion Negro, who is the sire of the London Olympics 
individual and team gold medallist Valegro. Valegro backed up again at the Rio 
Olympics to be again the individual gold medallist and the team silver medallist. 
By the way, Valegro is also the reigning World Champion. Nemo R’s granddam 
on his dam’s side is a full sister to Don Schufro. Don Schufro represents the 
Donnerhall bloodline and was also the sire of Weihegold who was the only horse 
to beat Valegro in any class at Rio. Weihegold won the team gold medal and was 
the individual silver medallist. That makes Nemo R possibly the best bred Grand 
Prix dressage stallion in the world today and what a beautiful young mare to be 
carrying the first Nemo R foal to be conceived!

Fleur de Vie
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
29

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Hit Song
Blue Hors Soprano

Sandro Hit
Fiore

Verada
Afandi
La Park

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay mare 21/1/11 16.2hh PPT to Nemo R



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Fairlight R is a spectacular young mare and has some of the most spectacular 
paces, which we miserably failed to catch on camera. You will just need to watch 
her at the auction and we will be posting video footage. From a breeding point of 
view, Fairlight R is truly exciting. She is by Fiji R, who has had his best year ever 
in terms of Grand Prix wins under his young rider Breanna Tillitzki, in terms of 
spectacular youngsters both as foals and as young competition horses making 
their way into the dressage arenas, and as a commercial stallion in terms of 
outside mare owners sending their mares to him. Fiji R does carry the very 
important bloodlines of Florestan I and Weltmeyer. On the dam side of Fairlight 
R is the fantastic mare Red Morning Light R, which we used to produce our 
very expensive Totilas mare Tawny Morning R. Red Morning Light R also has 
stupendous movement and is by Regardez Moi, on three different occasions the 
Australian Grand Prix Champion. Regardez Moi is the sire of Utopian Cardinal, 
just crowned Australian Grand Prix Champion for 2016. At the Australian 
Dressage Championships both the first placegetter in the Grand Prix freestyle, 
Mindarah Park Ramadan, and the second placegetter, Utopian Cardinal, were 
sired by Regardez Moi. Right down on the bottom bloodline are the two Grand 
Prix stallions Jive Magic and Richmeed Medallion. All of this in foal to the next 
rising Ryans superstar, Questing R.

Fairlight R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
30

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Red Morning Light R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Just Morning R
Jive Magic (imp)
Misty Morning

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black mare 28/10/10 16hh PPT Questing R



2016December 17-18

Cooramin Roxy Hit (Roxy) is a stunning big chestnut mare with three huge paces 
that will shine in any company.  Roxy is schooling at Ryans with Bree Tillitzki 
and is developing beautiful shoulder-in, half-pass, medium trot and medium 
canter.  Roxy has a big suspended trot, a naturally uphill engaged canter, 
and a walk that is one of the best you could find. She is perfectly behaved at 
home and out.  Roxy is beautifully bred being by Royal Hit. Roxy’s full brother, 
Cooramin Rialto Hit, is competing very successfully in South Australia and at 
the recent Australian Dressage Championships with Ruth Schneeberger. Also at 
the Australian Dressage Championships, Matthew Dowsley on Adloo Richard, a 
Royal Hit gelding, won the Grand Prix Special.  Other notable performance horses 
by Royal Hit include SPH Renaissance and Maree Tomkinson’s Romper Stomper.  
In 2014 young rider Stephanie Honey won the Overall Young Event Horse of 
the Year in WA with Rusty R (by Royal Hit). Roxy’s dam, DP Debut, is out of an 
imported mare (half-sister to the dam of Grand Prix horses DP Christopher and 
DP Weltmieser) and by Salute whose blood can be found in some of Australia’s 
best dressage and eventing horses. Roxy also carries the lines of Dutch Gold, an 
exceptional competitor in his own right.  Roxy has a lovely willing nature and has 
been brought along slowly, having been to numerous clinics and outings. Roxy 
carries amazing genetics that give her the potential to be a star!

Cooramin Roxy Hit
ON ACCOUNT OF JULIE ALLEN

LOT
31

Royal Hit
Royal Dance

Rhodiamant
Petrouchka

Loretta
Ramino
Lassie

DP Debut
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Catherston Delrosia
Dutch Gold
Witrosia

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut mare 14/9/08 16.3hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Freshman R is a black colt with a white star and one white sock. He has 
wonderful paces and is by Fiji R. Fiji R has the most polite temperament and in 
days gone by would go to competitions with Bree Tillitki as a young rider and 
her mum as chauffuer. This exceptional temperament is a highlight of the Fiji 
R foals, including Freshman R. Today Fiji R and Bree are an established Grand 
Prix dressage combination with many wins to their credit. Freshman R comes 
from the unique Starnberg and Regardez Moi bloodlines on his mother’s side. 
Starnberg is by the very fashionable Sir Donnerhall and as a young stallion he 
was doing displays of all the Grand Prix movements including wonderful piaffe 
and passage at just six years of age. Regardez Moi is a legend in his own right 
and was three times Australian Grand Prix champion and the sire of the current 
Australian Grand Prix Champion Utopian Cardinal.

Freshman R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
32

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Sunflower R
Starnberg (imp)

Sir Donnerhall
Rapunzel

Rocklilly R
Regardez Moi (imp)
Samphire R

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black colt 7/10/16 mature 16.1hh



2016December 17-18

Bob is an amazing dressage pony with big horse paces who is already training 
through medium level work, finding movements such as half pass and flying 
changes just too easy! He has always been in the placings at preliminary and 
novice level dressage and even in young horse classes. Unfortunately due to 
illness in the owner’s family, he was out of competition for two years and came 
back into training as if he had never stopped, picking up the reins exactly where 
he left off without a foot out of place. Bobby’s sire, Hilkens Black Delight, needs 
little introduction – the first pony to be invited to the stallion show in Oldenburg, 
where he received a standing ovation. He has been described as ‘on the verge 
of perfection’ and his fine form and spectacular movement have created some 
celebrated ponies of today. Dam Windjana Cover Girl (aka Cleo) is an Australian 
riding pony that placed in the Victorian foal championship as a youngster, herself 
a real sweetheart to handle.  Bobby has shown himself to date to be an angel to 
ride and a real little pocket rocket who deserves to get out there and show off 
with an ambitious child or teen rider who wants to shine at FEI level.

Bobby D
ON ACCOUNT OF JONAH BEVAN       

LOT
33

Hilkens Black Delight
Branshardi

Black Boy
Gloria

Syran
Morbidelli
Sira

Windjana Covergirl
Kirreway Zambooka

Rothwell Acrobat
Wonner Springtime

Myall Glen Nibby
Mithril Cricket
Myall Glen Krystal

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Chestnut gelding 09/01/2010 13.3hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Hollywood is a red bay with four white socks and a small white star, pretty as 
a picture. His breeding and full brother Go Party Time do tend to indicate that 
Hollywood is very likely to train on and be a very serious competition horse. 
When Hollywood was weaned he was lucky to be teamed with Peter and Kirsten 
Stoops’ horse Djette, along with Dan and Pia Steers’ stock horse Heidi (Dan 
as in the famous Double Dan Horsemanship Duo). This did result in a very 
fortunate upbringing for Hollywood, who then received many ground lessons 
from Dan Steers and learnt a lot of skills that make him easy to work with. This 
helped set Hollywood’s foundations as a ridden horse and made starting him 
straightforward and stress free. However as personal circumstances changed, 
Hollywood’s education was left with him lunging and having only a few rides in 
the round yard. Hollywood likes attention and is easy to clip, wash, trim, handle, 
tie-up, load, transport etc. This is not going to be the most expensive horse that 
has ever been sold at Auction of the Stars, however, just maybe he might end up 
becoming the most famous horse that has ever been sold at Auction of the Stars.

Hollywood 
ON ACCOUNT OF PETA STRONG

LOT
34

Sir Donnerhall (IFS)
Sandro Hit

Sandro Song
Loretta

Contenance D
Donnerhall
Contenace II

Go Primadonna
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Margrette Suellen
Vain Karoi
L’Affair D’Amour

Red bay gelding 27/10/09 16hh



2016December 17-18

Ringlet is a dainty and delicate warmblood cross carrying some unique 
performance bloodlines. Rising three, she is maturing into a real sweetheart and 
shows a scopey trot, an uphill canter and a huge walk. To date, Ringlet is foot-
perfect under saddle and in her first test at her first outing scored a staggering 
winning score of 81% including five 9s and a 9.5 – this without lunging on a 
10-minute warm up. Ringlet has just the most wonderfully willing attitude, and 
is summed up by the judge’s comment ‘exquisit horse, huge potential’! Ringlet 
has also begun basic jump training and hasn’t touched a rail to date up to 50cm. 
None of her talent should come as a surprise – her sire is a magnificent black 
stallion bringing together the pedigrees of two more imported Grand Prix black 
stallions – Danish import Richmeed Medallion and three-time national champion 
Regardez Moi. Both have sired horses that also jump and their progeny are 
renowned for achieving results. On the dam line, Ringlet has a dose of easy-
going temperament from a mare by Son of a Gun, a champion reining horse! 
His progeny have win national reining titles and cutting, western, pleasure and 
hunter classes. A truly unlikely blend of genetics has created an exquisite little 
filly now poised for her big career.

Byalee Ringlet
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES       

LOT
35

Raj-Rillion
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Madeline
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Delphinium

Smokin’ Gun
Son of a Gun (imp)

Gunner
Miss Modern Art

Really Smokin’
Doc’s Smokin Oak
Tennessee Ten

Black filly 2013 mature 15.3hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Fox is a very attractive brown colt by Fiji R.  With Bree Tillitzki in the saddle, Fiji 
R is winning at Grand Prix level.  Fiji’s sire Florencio was the 5yo and 6yo World 
hampion young dressage horse.  Florencio’s sire, Florestan I has a number of 
Olympic offspring to his credit.  Fiji’s offspring are traditionally beautiful with 
the quietest of temperaments and Fox is no exception.  Fox’s dam Ribena R is 
a powerful mare by Regardez Moi.  Regardez Moi has more than 40 Grand Prix 
wins to his credit and has sired numerous seriously competitive youngsters.  He 
has been Australian Grand Prix Champion no less than three times, and 
Australian representative at the World Cup in Las Vegas in 2009. Ribena R’s 
dam, Shakira, is by Salute, who has sired Grand Prix dressage champions, World 
Cup showjumpers, and 4* eventers.  He also sired the dam of Mystery Whisper 
(London Olympics 2012). Whilst Ribena R was not broken in, her full brother Rock 
Legend is campaigned by me and shows great talent for piaffe, passage, flying 
changes and canter pirouettes.  He continues to delight me with his unflappable 
and steady temperament.  Fox has been very well handled and is a real pleasure 
to deal with.  One would think he will excel at whatever is asked of him.

Greenrocks Fox 
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX AND KAY JUSTICE

LOT
36

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Ribena R
 Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstien 
Clothilde

 Shakira
Salute (imp)
Lucilla

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Brown colt 3/02/16 mature 16.1hh



2016December 17-18

Go Party Time (Danny) is a beautiful dark brown gelding with three white socks 
and white blaze. Danny has presence, character, charm and always likes being 
the centre of attention - his name ‘Go Party Time’ is well suited to him. Danny was 
broken in by Dan Steers from Double Dan Horsemanship, which set him up as a 
confident versatile horse. Danny is the sort of horse that one can imagine trotting 
into the biggest arenas in the world and Danny exhilarating in the atmosphere 
and rising to the occasion. Danny loves all the primping and pampering that goes 
with being a competition horse. Easy to catch, tie, lead, shoe, ride, clip, wash etc. 
Danny competed at official preliminary level with many tests in the high 70%. At 
his first state Dressage Festival competition (Melbourne) as a 4yo he came 4th 
with a score of 70.4%.  Some more examples of Danny’s results in 2011 and 
2012 with many wins and championships:  
Manning Valley Dressage & Hacking Club, Prel 1B 71.1%, Prel 1D 70.9%; Hunter 
Valley Dressage Association, Prel 1C 79.1%, Prel 1:D 69.9%; Alexander Park 
Dressage Club, Prel 1:C 79%. Danny is IFS by Sir Donnerhall out of a Salute-
cross-thoroughbred mare so this breeding gives him the genetics to excel in all 
disciplines. Danny is looking for a partner who is also capable of taking on the 
world. Check out footage of Danny in his dam’s video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAvrWiOzys8

Go Party Time
ON ACCOUNT OF PETA STRONG

LOT
37

Sir Donnerhall (IFS)
Sandro Hit

Sandro Song
Loretta

Contenance D
Donnerhall
Contenace II

Go Primadonna
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Margrette Suellen
Vain Karoi
L’Affair D’Amour

Dark brown gelding 15/9/07 16.2hh



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Buckwell Park Jevon is an impressive 3yo filly with three uphill and outstanding 
paces.  She is extremely athletic, strong but elegant and ready to break in.  We 
expect her to mature about 17hh.  She has a sensible and trainable temperament 
and is a delight to do anything with.  She is by the magnificent Bjorsells Briar 
899 Stallion, Byalee Briar who is well on his way to Grand Prix, showing talent 
in piaffe and passage.  He is the sire of Auction of the Stars’ record-setting 
sale horse Byalee Breathless, sold for $72,600 in last December’s suction.  
Jevon’s dam, Buckwell Park Philadelphia, is a super talented all-rounder that 
had success in the show ring, at medium/advanced dressage (Paris Rodwell) 
and in eventing. She had outstanding jumping ability and has excelled as a top-
producing broodmare.  Buckwell Park Jevon is an exciting youngster with the 
world at her feet.  She has been well raised and correctly handled and is a blank 
canvas ready to be started.
Check her out at https://youtu.be/aNnHiF0zAHI.

Buckwell Park Jevon 
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK

LOT
38

Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis

Florine
Bernstein
Flaurinne

Buckwell Park Philadelphia
Ennovyar Patriach

Sindh (imp)
Ennovyar Fortune

Burren-dah Cosette
Nature Boy
Burren-dah Collette

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay filly 11/11/13 mature 17hh



2016December 17-18

French Kinection (Natalie) is a magnificently bred 9yo mare extensively 
campaigned by Lesley Fenner in competition up to and including elementary 
level with many wins and placings. Natalie is a great type and does have super 
movement. This is not surprising once you study her bloodlines. Natalie is by 
French Kiss who carries the Florestan I bloodlines, which are developing into 
a major dynasty in terms of the top Grand Prix dressage horses competing 
at Olympics and World Championships. On the dam line of French Kiss is 
Donnerhall, the number one cornerstone of the major dressage dynasties. On the 
dam line of Natalie is Salute, one of the major competition stallions influencing 
Australian Olympic horses. Salute is the sire of Victory Salute who when ridden 
by Brett Parbery was in the top 10 in the world at the World Equestrian Games 
in Kentucky. Salute is also the sire of Stirling Stilton who in 2002 competed 
in the WEG in Spain with Heath Ryan in the saddle and was the top-scoring 
performance for Australia. Natalie is sold in foal to Questing R, a young 5yo 
stallion by Quarterback being campaigned by Heath Ryan. At the moment 
Questing R is turning heads all around Australia and there is much speculation 
that this young horse is as good a dressage prospect as Australia has in terms 
of our Olympic future. All of this put together in French Kinection does make for 
a very exciting package.

French Kinection
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
39

French Kiss
Florestan I

Fidelio
Raute

Donnerfee
Donnerhall
World Rose

Stirling Etulas
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Stb Inia

Lady Ru 
Alparu
Skyera

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Brown mare 03/11/07 16.2hh PPT to Questing R
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Bacchus R is a young gelding who has been broken in by a local stockman 
and then turned away in a Ryans’ back paddock. Life is hectic and we have 
another four youngsters like this all of whom are broken and waiting for us to 
ride them. I guess we would say we have just been too busy. The bloodlines, 
however, are perhaps the best in Australia. Sire of Bacchus R Sandhills Bounce 
is a young stallion started by Craig Barrett, and was sired by Croftlea Artisan a 
New Zealand stallion that stood one season with Craig and Prue before going to 
England as a competition stallion for the Northern Hemisphere. Dam of Sandhills 
Bounce is Sandhills Beetle by Stirling Sprite, sire of Adelaide Hills with Christine 
Bates and himself by Salute. Salute blood is responsible for Panamera , Adelaide 
4* winner with Stuart Tinney; Sandhills Brillaire, Adelaide 4* winner with Craig 
Barrett; Mystery Whisper, London Olympics. The dam line of Stirling Sprite is 
Double Cream, sire of Trade Commissioner who with Scott Keach who went to 
the 1988 Seoul Olympics. Double Cream 3* horses in the 80s and 90s include 
Benduka, Casson Road (also Seoul Olympics), Roma’s Double, and F1 Pharinelli 
with Emma Mason (Salute/Double Cream cross). On Bacchus R’s dam side is 
Sanction, sire of Flame (Adelaide 4* winner). On Sanction’s dam side is Sir Dane, 
sire of Stirling Shade (3 x Australian 3DE Champion with Heath Ryan). ‘Bacchus R 
can move as per photo and if he doesn’t go 3* I will eat my hat.’  Heath

Bacchus R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
40

Sandhillls Bounce
Croftlea Artisan

Zabalu
Cloudy Bay

Sandhills Beetle
Stirling Sprite
Smilier

Peaches R
Promise R

Prestige VDL (imp)
AEA Fiona

Song R
Sanction
Value for Money

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay gelding 30/1/12 15.3hh
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Byalee J’Sense (aka ‘Joy’) is by Jive Magic (imp) who won the Grand Prix at 
Sydney CDI 2010 with Rozzie Ryan. Of course, Jive Magic is by Jazz, one of 
the super-influential stallions of the top dressage horses in the world today. 
Joy is out of Miss Sensation, a mare by the imported Dutch stallion Salute. 
Salute is responsible for champion horses in both the dressage scene and 
the eventing scene. Salute sired Stirling Stilton and Victory Salute, who both 
represented Australia at World Championships Grand Prix dressage. Salute is 
a major influence on the eventing world with 4* eventing winners Panamera 
and Sandhills Brillaire, 3* winner Adelaide Hill, Olympic 2012 short-listed horse 
F1 Pharinelli, London Olympic horse Mystery Whisper and significant stallions 
Stirling Sprite and Staccato, all carrying Salute blood. Joy has already foaled 
successfully including to Grand Prix Fresian stallion Django of Cacherel. Joy 
has been ridden throughtout her life, most recently on irregular trail rides, and 
has been worked after gaps of many months without any form of threatening 
behaviour. We consider that a Briar/Jive cross would be an amazing combinations 
of bloodlines – Briar, like Jive, is showing piaffe and passage talent and was 
competing successfully at advanced level before time out with an injury this year. 
This foal should be a cracker – the sky’s the limit!

Byalee J’Sense
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES       

LOT
41

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Miss Sensation
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Spanola
Marquis de Sade
Lady Highwood

Bay mare 17/12/2003 16.1hh
PPT to Byalee Briar LFG
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For Sale  Lot 1 / 2265 Pacific Highway, Heatherbrae

“Motto Farm” Ideal location
with Hunter River frontage!

To be Auctioned March 2017 unless sold prior.
For	Sale Lot	1	/	2265	Pacific	Highway,	Heatherbrae

"Motto	Farm"	Ideal	location	with	Hunter	River
frontage!

To	be	Auctioned	March	2017	unless	sold	prior.

Perfectly	located	on	over	15	ha	with	Pacific	Highway	and	Hunter	River	frontage,	"Motto	Farm"	is

currently	being	used	as	a	horse	training	and	agistment	centre	adjacent	to	Heath	and	Rozzie

Ryans	Property	"Ryans	Horses".	

Zoned	RU2	Rural	Landscape	and	identified	by	Port	Stephens	Council	as	land	for	B5	Business

Development	to	facilitate	the	area	as	a	key	destination	for	Bulky	Goods.	

With	any	number	of	options,	this	property	"Motto	Farm"	has	a	very	spacious	4	bedroom	home

with	separate	granny	flat,	machinery/	hay	shed,	a	breezeway	stable	complex,	dressage	arena

yards,	shelter	sheds	and	unlimited	fresh	water	supply,	ideal	river	flats	for	stock,	cropping	or

horticulture.

Expressions	of
Interest

Andrew	Hearn

0412	648847

andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

Andrew	Hearn	Real	Estate	–	02	4877	2771
2/13	Old	Hume,	Highway	Berrima	2577

4

3

10

15.02	ha

Perfectly located on over 15 ha with Pacific 
Highway and Hunter River frontage, “Motto 
Farm” is currently being used as a horse 
training and agistment centre adjacent  
to Heath and Rozzie Ryans Property  
“Ryans Horses”.

Zoned RU2 Rural Landscape and identified 
by Port Stephens Council as land for B5 
Business Development to facilitate the area  
as a key destination for Bulky Goods.

With any number of options, this property 
“Motto Farm” has a very spacious 4 bedroom 
home with separate granny flat, machinery/ 
hay shed, a breezeway stable complex, 
dressage arena yards, shelter sheds and 
unlimited fresh water supply, ideal river flats 
for stock, cropping or horticulture.
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After the hammer falls, 
don’t go anywhere 
without insuring 
your horse. 

IRT Insurance covers all breeds of horse, for all types of 
owners, and all kinds of risk from travel to Colic Surgery. 
But every policy starts with the same simple goal – 
protecting you and your horse.

What will I be covered for?  
Death and Theft of your horse.

What extras can I insure?  
Colic Surgery and Stallion Infertility.

How do I arrange fall of hammer cover?  
Speak to Cheryl Dods from IRT Insurance who will be 
attending this event. Mobile: 0411 703 703.

How long do claims take to be paid?  
Once all of your documentation has been received by  
us your claim should be finalised within 7 business days.

AFSL 247020

To find out how 
IRT Insurance can help 
you and your horse, 
please contact us today 
on 1800 331 215

www.irtinsurance.com
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